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Abstract

In recent year consumer's inclination towards natural and health-promoting foods have led to projection of probiotics as a new ingredient in functional food market. In absence of any worldwide regulation, probiotic containing foods available in the market are often of poor quality and did not meet the desired level of viable microorganisms, required for exhibiting health benefits. Presently, no globally accepted regulations for probiotic containing foods have been established, resulting in discrepancies in views, perception and quality of foods. In the present article an endeavor has been made to highlight the legislative views of different countries around the world regarding probiotic foods and prerequisites for identity of a product as a probiotic food have also been delineated.
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Introduction

In recent years, a considerable growing proneness towards natural and healthy foods has been perceived among the consumers throughout the world, projecting probiotics as a new dietary constituent for imparting health benefits. Probiotics may be defined as “live microbial food ingredient that, when ingested in sufficient quantities, exert health benefits on the consumer” [1]. More than 90 probiotic containing foods are available in the world market[2],[3] but most of them did not comply as per labeled information [4],[5],[6],[7]. Regulatory and labeling issues related to probiotics are complicated because they differ for each country[8] and status of probiotics as a component in food is currently not established on an international basis [9]. Recently, Council for Agricultural Science and Technology[10] also declared that products containing probiotic label marketed worldwide are currently not obligated to meet any standards due to absence of a legally recognized definition or a standard to identity or term them “probiotic”. In absence of any regulation for probiotic foods, consumers are facing difficulties in deciding and confirming whether they are paying for the correct product. Worldwide acceptance and enforcement of a “Standard of Identity” for use of term “probiotics” would build consumer’s confidence and boost for long-time sustainability of industries. Therefore it becomes necessary to review the legislative views of different countries and to standardize a quality assurance programme for an optimum and uniform quality probiotic product. Establishment of labeling and quality assurance procedures for probiotic compounds [11] and a standard for designating a product as “probiotic” which meets an acceptable level of safety and efficacy [12] are emerging. In the present endeavor, an attempt has been made to highlight the significance of viability of probiotics in various healthful products and to establish emergence of a quality assurance program for probiotics.

Reasons for Emergence of a Quality Assurance Programme

Improper Labeling

In absence of any rigid or well-defined regulatory norms, manufacturers, consumers as well as the regulatory authorities are facing problems. It has been announced that the biological nature, available products, claimed health benefits, safety and regulation of probiotics are important for both consumers and nutritional professionals [13]. Reviewed literature indicated that commercially available probiotic products do not comply with the label requirements [5],[6],[14],[15],[16]. Problem of labeling still exists due to adoption of different regulations and methods of analysis by different countries around the world [17]. Probiotic foods have not been properly identified, documented, manufactured under Good Manufacturing Practices or proven clinically, which lead consumers in difficulties to decide and confirm whether they are adopting the reliable product [18]. Worldwide regulations related to probiotic foods are incoherent and assay methods are inconsistent, which resulted in existence of following problems related to labeling [17].

- The number of live microbes of each strain delivered...
through the end of shelf life is often not accurately reflected on the label.

- Microbes contained in the product are not always named in accordance with scientifically valid nomenclature.

- Claims of efficacy are not always adequately substantiated.

- Use of the term ‘probiotic’ on labels of products with no established record of a physiological (health) benefit in humans.

### Insufficient Technological Knowledge

Various challenges faced by the industry during supplementation of probiotic cultures into food products and during the development of functional foods are depicted underneath.

- Type or form of probiotic that should be used.
- Addition level required to have a beneficial effect.
- Toxicity.
- Effect of the processing steps on viability.
- Determination, in the product, of the cell populations added.
- Stability during storage.
- Changes in sensory properties of the foods.
- Possible interaction amongst various probiotics employed.
- Viability of probiotics at the end of shelf-life of the product.

### Non-Conclusive Health Claims

Though health benefits of probiotics have been established and recommended for application as a pharmaceutical agent but certain gaps still remain for their extensive exploitation. Health claims of probiotics are difficult to conclude as it has multiple variables such as population studied, age of patients, the microflora, strains used, dose and time schedule of administration, viability of probiotics, routes of administration and investigational procedures employed. Further mechanism of action, optimum dose, frequency and duration of treatment for different probiotic strains have to be determined. It has been denoted that health benefits of probiotics vary with different strains and therefore efficacy of one strain or species cannot be inferred from another. Both generic health claims as well as product-specific health claims were analyzed with high-quality human data, especially in the form of randomized controlled trials but there was significant variability in the type and amount of scientific evidence needed to substantiate health claims across different jurisdictions.

It can be concluded that due to discrepancies in the health claims of probiotics and adoption of different regulations and methods of analysis by different countries around the world, establishment and enforcement of a globally accepted regulation and a quality assurance program for probiotics is emerging to obtain consistent product.

### Existing Regulations for Probiotics

In Japan, standard have been developed by Fermented Milk and Lactic Acid Bacteria Beverages Association, which require a viable bifidobacteria population of $10^8$/g or ml in a product to be considered as a probiotic food. Recent reports indicate two categories for “Food with Health Claims” in Japan namely “Food with Nutrient Function Claims” and “Food for Specified Health Uses” (FOSHU). Product that satisfies the standard for the minimal and maximum levels per daily portion usually consumed can adopt the “Food with Nutrient Function Claims” on their label. For adopting the FOSHU label, the product must contain dietary ingredients that have beneficial effects on the physiological functions of the human body, maintain and promote health, and improve health-related conditions. However, claims of disease-risk reduction are not currently allowed under FOSHU. Recently, health regulatory officials are using their FOSHU system to approve human health claims on probiotic foods.

Presently, probiotic foods are not governed under specific European Union regulatory frameworks, however the Novel Food Regulation could be relevant in some special cases. European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) has launched the European Initiative towards a “Qualified Presumption of Safety” (QPS) concept that allows strains with established extensive testing to enter into the market without extensive testing requirement such as Lactobacillus (including L. rhamnosus), Bifidobacterium and Propionibacterium (particularly P. freudenreichii ssp. shermanii) species. A regulation related to nutrition and health claims, which provides opportunities to use the health claims such as disease risk reduction on foods in Europe was introduced in 2007 and will be fully implemented by January 2010.

In USA, probiotic could fit into several four categories of foods described by Food and Drug Administration (FDA), however there exists no recognition for any health benefits of probiotics or culture added dairy products. Probiotic supplements are not regulated FDA due to their classification as a nutritional product rather than as a pharmaceutical product. Years ago in USA, health-related statements were not used on the labels of probiotic-containing food products but presently three categories of claims namely health claims, nutrient content claims and structure/function claims are being used on food and dietary supplement labels.

FDA has provided its “Partial List of Microorganisms and Microbial-Derived Ingredients that are used in foods” which could be used as probiotics and has approved six probiotic bacteria as new dietary ingredients: Lactobacillus casei, Lactobacillus reuteri, Lactobacillus plantarum, Lactobacillus bulgaricus, Lactobacillus paracasei and Bifidobacterium infantis. FDA has further allowed probiotic bacteria, which were sold in dietary supplements before October 15, 1994 without having been the subjects of new dietary ingredient reviews and regarded them as being “grandfathered”. If a supplement product contains a “new dietary ingredient” or a dietary ingredient not sold in the United States in a dietary supplement or not present in the food supply before October 15, 1994, then the manufacturer must notify the FDA at least 75 days before marketing. It is not justified to approve any probiotic culture based upon its previous performance and without evaluating its safety. National Yoghurt association (NYA) have allowed to use the “Live Active Culture Seal” for products containing $10^6$ viable cultures/g. The manufacture manufacture however, differentiate between lactic acid producing bacteria and probiotic bacteria or assurance of viability of cultures at end of shelf life are not furnished. Probiotic products may be certified by US Pharmacopeia to have a “USP Verified” seal after the review of manufacturing documentation, audit of manufacturing sites for GMP compliance, laboratory testing of product samples, and continuous off-the-shelf tests. Scientific data to support the role of additional nutrients/components as related to health and disease are still gathered and it is therefore not justifiable to require labeling of these nutrients/components at the present time.
According to Canadian Food and Drug Act, there is no provision in the legislation to make claims of a health, about the use or possible side effects of the product, if the product is sold as a food[42]. Canada differs from other global jurisdictions and has not established core nutritional criteria for foods carrying disease risk-reduction claims [43] and do not sell any probiotic product with health claim label [29].

In China, presently four main rules for functional food assessment exists namely functional assessment procedures, standard toxicological assessment, regulations on nutrient supplements and standard analytical methods for functional components [44].

In Republic of the Philippines, Bureau of Food and Drugs (BFAD) has approved bacterial strains of Lactobacilli, Bifidobacteria, non-pathogenic strains of Streptococcus, Saccharomyces boulardii and Bacillus causii for use as probiotics. For application of any other bacterial strains not found in the above list must be subject to demonstration of evidence of safe use as food supplement and analysis of the bacterial species found in formulation [45]. However, BFAD have not specified the species of approved bacterial strains to be used as probiotics.

It can be observed that different countries across the world have diverse legislative view for probiotic containing foods, which causes difficulties for the consumers to decide or ensure whether they are getting the ideal foods. It is not justified to allow the use of certain probiotic organisms, which have long history of safety. It is thus found that various regulating agencies around the world should review the research data and establish guidelines for assessing probiotic foods for a consistent product all over the world.

**Provision Of Guidelines For Assessing Probiotic Foods**

In response to consumer interest in functional foods and their potential health benefits regulatory organizations have developed guidelines for assessing health claims on functional foods. Presently a number of organizations such as Food Agriculture Organization/World Health Organization (FAO/WHO), International Dairy Federation (IDF), European Food and Feed Culture Association (EFFCA), Codex Standard for Fermented Milks (CSFM) and National Yogurt Association (NYA) have taken initiatives to suggest guidelines for probiotic containing foods [17]. As there was no international consensus on methodology to assess efficiency and safety of probiotics, a working group under FAO and WHO established a set of guidelines for examining the scientific evidence on the functional and safety aspects of probiotics in food [46]. It has been suggested that the guidelines should be the ones used as a starting point for governments to devise their own policy with regards to probiotics [10]. The “Guidelines for the Evaluation of Probiotics in Food” as suggested by FAO/WHO compiling and evaluating the scientific evidence on functional and safety aspects of probiotics are depicted underneath [46].

- Genus, species and strains of starter cultures must be identified by phenotypic and genotypic methods. Nomenclature of the bacteria must conform to the current, scientifically recognized names as per Approved Lists of Bacterial Names mentioned in International Journal of Systematic Bacteriology or Validation Lists published in the International Journal of Systematic and Evolutionary Microbiology.
- Functional characterization of the product must be determined through *in vitro* and human studies. *In vitro* tests for the study of probiotic strains must include resistance to gastric acidity and bile acid resistance as revealed by adherence to mucus and/or human epithelial cells and cell lines, antimicrobial activity against potentially pathogenic bacteria, ability to reduce pathogen adhesion to surfaces, bile salt hydrolase activity and resistance to spermicides.
- Safety assessment of the product must be analyzed through *in vitro* and animal studies and Phase 1 (Safety) human study.
- Double blind, randomized, placebo-controlled (DBPC) Phase 2 (Efficacy) human trial must be carried or through other appropriate design method with sample size and primary outcome appropriate to determine if strain/product is efficacious.
- Preferably second independent DBPC study must be done to confirm results.
- Phase 3 (Effectiveness) trial is appropriate to compare probiotics with standard treatment of a specific condition.
- Phase 4 (Surveillance) trials is necessary for clinical evaluation.
- Labeling contents
  - Genus, species, strain designation.
  - Health claims.
  - The suggested serving size must deliver the effective dose of probiotics related to the health claims.
  - Minimum viable numbers of each probiotic strain at the end of the shelf-life.
  - Proper storage conditions.
  - Corporate contact details for consumer information.

**Requirements for Probiotic Labeling**

Different agencies have laid certain criteria that will allow probiotics products to bear a quality seal. Various seal qualifying criteria laid down by International Probiotics Association and International Scientific Association for Probiotics and Prebiotics include the following:

- Guaranteed minimum CFU count at the time of expiration of the product.
- Storage directions.
- Package lot number or production code.
- Clear identification of the probiotic bacteria including the strain [preferred] or at least the genus and species based on widely accepted nomenclature. If a trademarked name is used to identify the bacteria, the actual genus and species should also be included on the label.
- Full contact information for the company or at least a website if label space is restricted.
- Directions for suggested usage [47].
- Safe.
- Impact on human health or physiology documented by at least one controlled study in humans of suitable size and statistical power to be considered valid by experts in the field.
- Product labels accurately indicate per serving or per dose levels of each probiotic microbe contained in the product through the end of shelf life.
- Any efficacy statements made on product labels or in promotional materials or websites are truthful and not misleading and are based on scientifically valid studies [17].

**Recommendations**

Various recommendations related to quality assurance of probiot-
ics by various organizations and investigators are depicted below:

• Ensure that any given culture maintains the beneficial properties, the stock culture should be maintained under appropriate conditions and be checked periodically for strain identity and probiotic properties

• Viability and probiotic activity must be maintained throughout processing, handling and storage of the probiotic containing food product containing the probiotic, and verified at the end of shelf-life [9]. Adoption of the definition of probiotics as Live microorganisms that, when administered in adequate amounts, confer a health benefit on the host

• Adoption of the guidelines lay down by FAO/WHO as a prerequisite for calling a bacterial strain “probiotic” [46]

• Regulatory framework to allow specific health claims on probiotic food labels, in cases where scientific evidence exists as per the guidelines

• Promotion of these guidelines at an international level

• Further development of methods (in vitro and in vivo) to evaluate the functionality and safety of probiotics [46]

• Potential probiotic strains must be identified by methods including internationally accepted molecular techniques and named according to the International Code of Nomenclature, and strains should preferably be deposited in a reputable internationally recognized culture collection

• In order to be termed a probiotic, the probiotic microorganism must be able to confer defined health benefits on the host and in the actual product vehicle that will be made available to humans.

• Need for more statistically significant efficacy data in humans

• Regulatory status of probiotics as a component in food has to be established on an international level

• Surveillance systems, including trace-back and post-marketing surveillance, should be put in place to record and analyze any adverse events associated with probiotics in food

• Good manufacturing practices must be applied with quality assurance, and shelf-life conditions established, and labeling made clear to include minimum dosage and verifiable health claims. [41]

• Further extensive research are required on probiotics prior to their potential clinical application [48, 49]

• Clinical trials should be focused on multi-strain preparations of known efficacy [50]

• Regulate probiotics based on their intended use, but expand regulatory conceptualization of health benefit claims

• Adopt the use of third party verification of label claims

• Consider multiple factors when evaluating probiotics

• Use a science-based assessment of the benefits and risks of genetically engineered probiotic microbes [10]

**Conclusion**

Worldwide regulations related to probiotics are inconsistent and assay techniques are inconsistent and therefore establishment and reinforcement of a quality assurance program to ensure “Standard of Identity” for adopting the label of “Probiotic” is emerging. A label should be self-explanatory and must provide scientific information regarding the species and strain of microorganisms present, viable population, anticipated shelf-life to ensure desired level of viable population, conditions of storage, the specific health claims, dose and duration of intake to achieve health benefits. Further extensive research is indicated for potential clinical application. Strict adherence to the guidelines and quality assurance program is recommended during formulation of a probiotic containing food to ensure consumers for getting an ideal food and long-term existence of probiotic food industries
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